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AM 1220 WQUN is owned by Quinnipiac University. As a part of its directive and mission statement is to

serve its city of license, Hamden, and the greater New Haven community, the station provides local

news, public service announcements, and community-oriented programming originating from the

facilities of WQUN. The station regularly schedules community guests to highlight events and issues in

the greater New Haven community through its morning program.

News:

WQUN runs weekday news at 6:06, 6:30,7:30,8:08,8:30,9:00,9:30,10:04,10:30,11:04,11:30,12:04,

12:30,1:04,1:30, 2:04 2:30, 3:04, 3:30, 4:04 4:30, 5:04, 5:30 and 6:04 pm The newscasts include

interviews with local community leaders, compiling local stories and utilizing the Associated Press,

Metro News Source and CBS Radio Network. We also provide local traffic and weather reports.



JULY STORIES

former attorney sentenced in ambulance chasing case

Metro North riders: wtby service off-track

Candidates receive public funding

Spike in VA wait times

Charla Nash leads new Ban trafficking Apes and Monkeys

Amistad changes its course

Ernie Newton seeks dismissal of charges

Jonathan Pelto and Ebony Murphy petition to run for

8 displaced in New Haven fire

East Haven parking problems at beach

Jude refuses to dismiss Rowland case

Meeting set up for Newhallville residents

Branford man charged in burglary

New Haven Marriot to expand

Details released in New Haven fatal hit and run

Company recommended for pool cover in Cheshire

New Haven Walgreens opens after chemical spill

Two bit by rabid raccoon in Derby

Police say New Haven woman stabs another during fight



East haven's Mayor's pension before New Britain board

Felon caught with handgun in New Haven

Milford Police: Lowe's employee stole for family

New Haven man charged with threatening girlfriend

Child's injuries detailed in DCF report

Governor applauds drop in crime

Republican candidates for Governor to debate

State Archeolegist to retire

Hearing set in case of wronly imprisoned Wallingford man

First ads for Governor hit TV airwaves

Visconti stumps for votes

Blumenthal criticized Hobby Lobby

Ernie Newtown wants old house seat

AUGUST STORIES

Blumenthal visits New Haven Ukranian church

Wallingford students visit great wall of China

East haven police union to take flagmen decision to
arbitration

Cheshire Building official to retire

Hiker injured in Cheshire



Judge: homeless advocates not guilty of trespassing

Orange Doctor avoids prison time for prescriptions

New Haven man's murder conviction overturned

Milford man charged in roller blading incident

West Haven motorcycle crash injuries two

Fire damages fair Haven building

Stray bullet kills New Haven man

Woodbridge residents clash with DOT officials over
intersection

Bilco seeks new site in West Haven

New Haven man pleads guilty to gun charge

Esty Greenberg on ballot twice

Blumenthal slams CLP for rate hike request

Guilford killed in motorcycle crash

Milford man threatens bus driver in fare dispute

Seymour man dies in scooter crash



SEPTEMBER

East Haven Police seek person who nearly killed dog

Foley and Malloy debate

Fate of two missing women still a mystery

Sandy Hook victim honored with playground

State confirms new Enterovirus cases

Former Governor Rowland keeps pension

Advocate push for paid family leave

Woodbridge Police investigate bank robbery

State looks to reduce youth concussions

Blumenthal mentioned as successor to Eric Holder

State Police: watch expired prescriptions

State says fewer juveniles being arrested

State says test wells for arsenic and uranium

Panel considers changes in state tax code

Malloy increases rail, air security

Rowland sentencing moved to January

Hamden police investigate day-light home invasion

Lawyer sues New Haven Police over his arrest



Two imposters con woman out of her four thousand
dollar diamond

Tom Foley releases Urban Policy

Metro North increases off peak train service

Democrats say Foley's Ed plan lacks specifics

New Haven touting lower crime numbers

Dave Brubeck member of Ct Hall of Fame

Governor Christie stumps for Foley

Three fight outside New Haven's Apple store

New Haven man settles lawsuit against two police
departments

Health officials say not too late to get flu shots

Meriden Woman dies after motorcycle crash

Lawmakers hear impact of high student debt

Save the Sound promotes Coastal Cleanup

New Haven firefighters, NAACP want assistant Chief
Patrick Egan investigated.

Racial disparity still important issue in New Haven.

Pride New Haven has busy weekend planned

Victor Bolden closer to judge confirmation

Quinnipiac Sports Journalism Professor: Ray Rice
controversy needs to be addressed

Ground broken on new magnet school for New Haven



Malloy,Foley stump about transportation

Mayor Harp unveils plan for panhandlers

Fire kills North Haven man

Savin Beach holds Lupus walk.

Two New Haven families homeless from fire

Malloy calls Rowland massive disappointement



News Stories September

1.) Man is acquitted of clam poaching, sues police.

2.) The US has given 3.1 million for Newtown school recovery.

3.) CT senators discuss possible changes in how police acquire military gear.

4.) CT Food Bank is urging people to wear orange as part of Hunger Action Month.

5.) A trial date has been set for a New Haven deli owner accused of not paying his employees

properly.

6.) New Haven man is taken into custody after a foot chase.

7.) New report states that Connecticut's economy is still weak.

8.) Former president Bill Clinton makes a visit to New Haven to speak at a campaign event for

Connecticut Democrats.

9.) State transportation officials kick off "U Drive, U Text, U Pay" project for awareness on

distracted driving.

10.JOpening arguments in former governor John Rowland corruption trial were made.

11.) New Haven education officials change locks at the Sound School because of ongoing dispute

with Schooner Incorporated.

12.)Secret Service will not make any arrests for an alleged threat against President Obama.

13.)State Department of Transportation received 2.3 million dollars in federal grants for anti-texting

initiatives.

14.) A Public Safety Department survey showed New Haven had Connecticut's highest crime rate in

2012.

15.)West Haven teenager accidently drowned while swimming off Bradley Point.

16.)Southern Connecticut State University's Education Department has been placed on 3 years

probation after failure to meet standards.

17.)Jury selection has been completed for the Shaquan Armour murder case in New Haven.

18.)Hamden police have arrested a man for drug activity near Dante Place.

19.)State officials are reminding residents to have a plan in the event of an emergency.

20.)State officials are continuing efforts towards creating universal pre-kindergarten in Connecticut.

21.) The former executive director of the West Haven Housing Authority pleaded guilty in bribary

case.

22.)Gourmet Heaven owner is given trial date for not properly paying employees.

23.)Section of Dixwell Avenue was closed after a car struck a biker and telephone pole

24.)West Haven man is given a four and half year sentence for attacking his mother and step-father.

25.)A bus crash occurred involving a car in Meriden.

26.)New Haven man is arrested for violating probation in a Virginia murder case.

27.)A Hampton Inn in Milford was evacuated due to high levels of carbon monoxide.

28.) New Haven man faces charges after striking a Hamden police office during a traffic stop.

29.) A New Haven woman has been arrested for allegedly shoplifting at Sears store.

30.) A driver who killed a Milford couple has been sentenced to three and half years in prison.

31.)Senator Blumenthal wants a ban on all tobacco products.



32.)Two men have been arrested for stealing thousands of dollars worth of music equipment from a

Hamden store.

33.) Fire crews continue to fight a fire at a Milford recycling plant.

34.) A Wesleyan University student was injured after falling from a window at a fraternity house.

35.) An inmate convicted in 2010 of stabbing death has been accused of assaulting another inmate.

36.) Police continue to investigate the shooting of a New Haven teenager.

37.)Senator Blumenthal calls an overhaul of the nation's rail safety laws.

38.) The Public Transportation Commission has scheduled public hearings for across the state.

39.) PAC money continues to pour into Connecticut's race for governor.

40.) A toddler is in critical condition after falling from a window in New Haven.

41.)Senator Murphy says President Obama lacks the ability to conduct a long term campaign against

ISIS.

42.)Connecticut legislature is now regulating drones and un-manned aircraft.

43.)Following tensions in Ferguson Missouri, Hamden Police Chief Thomas Wydra believes in a

racially diverse police force.

44.)A new legislature has been passed to combat the "knock-out" game.

45.) New laws limit the amount of interest rates a pawn shop can charge on loans.

46.) A statewide report on police racial profiling will be released soon.

47.) A West Haven housing authority resident claims she's the victim of race based harassment.

48.)Governor Malloy details plans to create additional Connecticut jobs in a second term.

49.)Connecticut will begin using a fourth area code 9-5-9.

50.)



Connecticut Radio Network Dialogue 2014 Guests and Subject Matters

(July, August, September)

July 6th, 2014 - Denise Merrill - Connecticut Secretary of the State.

Subject Matter: On this week's show Secretary of the State Denise Merrill was the

guest and she discussed the upcoming August primaries and other election topics.

She told that on August 12th there would be statewide races on the Republican side

for governor between party endorsed candidate Tom Foley being challenged by

State Senator John McKinney. Meantime there would also be a 3-way primary for

Lt. Governor on the GOP side. Merrill says other local state representative and

state senator primaries were also on the ballot. She says getting out the vote is key

for these primaries as voting turnouts have hovered only around 25% sadly. So the

candidate who can get their voters out to the polls has a golden opportunity.

Secretary of the State Merrill also told that there would have to be a special

election for state representative in the 122nd district where State Representative

Larry Miller died suddenly and so that election is to choose his replacement.

Secretary of the State Denise Merrill meantime says for the fall election in

November a lot of incumbents are not running for reelection in the general

assembly. She told that after the November election 14% of the general assembly

will be new, which is a big number and a big turnover in one election cycle.

Merrill attributes this to the times not being very good and many incumbent

lawmakers having decided not to run again after having had to cut the budget all

the time.

One of the people looking to get on the fall ballot is Jonathan Pelto from the
Mansfield area as an Independent candidate for governor. Secretary of the State

Denise Merrill explained that Pelto needs to get roughly 7,500 signatures to get on

the ballot. She however told that the real challenge is to get the citizens election

fund money, which is a higher bar for 3rd party candidates having to go through

more hoops and hurdles than the majority party candidates to qualify for the

funding. Merrill says in addition to getting money in small contributions to prove

that they are a viable candidate, 3rd party candidates also need to get 110-thousand



July 6th, 2014 - (Merrill continued) - signatures on petitions to get public

financing. Merrill told that when the law was passed they had to have a balance to

make sure they weren't giving money and grants to people who weren't legitimate

viable candidates. She said you didn't want to attract people who just wanted the

money. But she concedes that it is hard.

These days the majority of the candidates in both parties use public
financing for their campaigns. Even Republican candidate for governor Tom

Foley who is a millionaire is using public financing this time. Secretary of the

State Denise Merrill says it really does level the playing field and has enabled

people to run who aren't millionaires and run a viable campaign. Of course the

Supreme Court ruled that candidates could also get contributions from independent

entities and organizations. Merrill told that she is not sure anyone could have

foreseen the incredible escalation of the amount of money being spent on

campaigns ... as it has quadrupled in just the last decade. She pointed out that here

in Connecticut we had a U.S. Senate candidate Linda McMahon spend 50 million

dollars on a race.

July 13th, 2014 - Karen Jarmoc - Executive Director of the Connecticut Coalition

Against Domestic Violence.

Subject Matter: This week on Dialogue Karen Jarmoc, the Executive Director of

the Connecticut Coalition Against Domestic Violence, discussed the high number

of domestic violence related homicides that have occurred in Connecticut already

this year. With a woman killed in Bridgeport allegedly by her ex-boyfriend that

brought the number of domestic violence related homicide deaths to 10 in

Connecticut this year ... already more than all of last year when there was a total

of 9. Ms. Jarmoc says they are perplexed at the Connecticut Coalition Against

Domestic Violence to try and understand why Connecticut has exceeded the

number of homicides that occurred last year when we are only midway through

this year.

Karen Jarmoc explained on the show that what the coalition has been

working really hard to do is continuously convey the messages to folks in
Connecticut about risk factors. She says there are certain situations that occur



July 13th, 2014 - (Jarmoc continued) - especially when a relationship is ending

that are red flag warning signs where violence could occur as a result. Jarmoc says

when a breakup is occurring, a court case is coming up, there's a child custody

issue, a loss of a job, the conveyance of harming themself or somebody else, and

especially if someone has access to firearms during these situations they are all

times that can become very dangerous very quickly. She says these are times when

someone who is in a contentious relationship should be aware that help is available

from any of the 18 domestic violence agencies across the State of Connecticut to

ensure their safety. Again Jarmoc emphasized that if someone is in a contentious

relationship where a person has access to firearms it increases the chance of

homicide by 5 times. She told that firearms continue to be the number one use of

force in domestic violence homicides here in the State of Connecticut.

Karen Jarmoc also advised listeners that in many of these domestic violence

related homicide cases it did not start with physical violence. She explained that it

started with the power and control, harassment, sometimes stalking, threats or

putdowns, or belittling. But even if it doesn't start with physical violence it can

turn on a dime into a very violent outcome. So Ms. Jarmoc says they want to

convey to people that those types of behavior could be the start of something very

dangerous and that it's not too early at that stage to reach out and talk to someone.

Jarmoc says there are 18 domestic violence safe house opportunities here in

Connecticut. She told that they have been consistently at 98% capacity over the

past year or two, so a lot of people are calling for help. Jarmoc says they serve an

average of 60-thousand victims a year. She says it's not just providing a shelter for

someone who is being abused, it deals with all aspects of safety planning. Jarmoc

says it could help with a restraining order, being an advocate in court, or

counseling the victim.

Connecticut Coalition Against Domestic Violence Executive Director Karen

Jarmoc says one of the things being looked at is closing a loophole in the law to

keep guns away from those who have had temporary restraining orders placed on

them. Right now it only applies when a permanent restraining order is placed on

an individual. But Jarmoc says it is during this critical 2-week timeframe after a

temporary restraining order has been placed where the former spouse or partner

uses their gun to exact harm on the person taking out the temporary restraining

order. Connecticut U.S. Senators Richard Blumenthal and Chris Murphy have



July 13th, 2014 - (more Jarmoc continued) - introduced an amendment to a bill in

Congress to do that. Jarmoc says it is needed to take the firearms away from the

perpetrator during this extremely dangerous volatile time for the victim.

Going forward Karen Jarmoc says they would like to get more help available

for children who have witnessed domestic violence. She says they will also be

launching a Spanish-speaking hotline for victims of domestic violence that will be

up and running by September. Jarmoc says the current English speaking hotline

can be reached 24/7 at 888-774-2900. She added that a physical person is there

ready to take the call of someone who needs help no matter the hour of the day.

July 20th, 2014 - Kevin Borrup - Associate Director of the Injury Prevention

Center at Connecticut Children's Medical Center.

Subject Matter: On this week's show Kevin Borrup, Associate Director of the

Injury Prevention Center at Connecticut Children's Medical Center discussed the

recent wave of incidents in which children have been left alone in hot cars. A 15-

month old baby boy tragically died in Ridgefield when his father forgot to drop
him off at daycare and went to work leaving the boy in the hot car all day with

tragic consequences. Mr. Borrup told on the show that each year we see

unfortunately 40 to 50 deaths of kids in hot cars nationwide. He explained that it

doesn't take a very hot temperature outside for this to happen. Borrup pointed out

that the first 3 deaths were in California and it was only 70 degrees out at the time.

He explained that what happens is inside the vehicle the temperature rises about 20

degrees every 10 to 15 minutes. Borrup says a child, especially a very young

child, is 5 times more vulnerable to these increases in heat than an adult. He says

at a certain point a child's body can no longer equalize temperature to keep

themselves cool and their body shuts down. Borrup told that inside a car in direct

sunlight in 80 degree weather (according to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration) it can hit up to 131 degrees. He says in 100 degree weather the

temperature inside the vehicle can be over 170 degrees inside. Borrup advised that

rolling down the window 1 or 2 inches doesn't do anything to really prevent that

rapid temperature rise.

Kevin Borrup with the Injury Prevention Center at Connecticut Children's



July 20th, 2014 - (Borrup continued) - Medical Center told listeners on the show

that the message to parents is you NEVER leave your children alone in the vehicle.

He says parents will say to them ... well I'm just running into the convenience

store to just grab something quick ... but Borrup says take your kids with you. In

Connecticut a person could face a felony charge if they leave a child under the age

of 12 in a car alone. Borrup says with these hot car deaths about half of them are

where parents forget... they're going to work and forget the child in the car

unintentionally. Another 30% of the hot car deaths he told are where a curious

child gets in an unlocked car and then can't get out. So Borrup says that cars need

to be locked to prevent that type of tragedy.

Another dangerous place for children Kevin Borrup explained on the show is

around water ... pools, lakes, rivers, and streams. He says first of all choose a

place to swim that is protected such as a pool where an adult is watching or a

guarded natural body of water. Borrup says don't allow kids to go in rivers or

places where there are warning signs as there's a reason why those signs are there

as it could result in a drowning. As for the pool he says the most important thing

when kids are involved is that an adult needs to be watching that pool... all the

time. Borrup says watching means actually watching, not with someone's back to

the pool having a drink but actually watching the water. He says you need to
designate a "water watcher" and then switch off with another adult every so often

taking turns actually supervising the water. Borrup says a drowning can happen in

a split second and often times it happens silently, not like in the movies where

there is a lot of splashing.

On the show Kevin Borrup also spoke of other dangerous situations for kids

during the summer trauma season such as on a bicycle or skateboard. He says a

child should always be wearing a helmet to prevent head injuries and that the

parent should be wearing a helmet too to set the example. Kids riding all terrain

vehicles unfortunately often lead to injuries or tragedies. Borrup says they feel that

any kid under the age of 15 should not be riding an ATV. He told that tragically
many accidents occur each year in one's own driveway where a person

accidentally backs over a child. Borrup urged people to always look around a

vehicle for a small child before backing out of a driveway. He also told that

children falling out of open windows occur all too often as well in the summertime

with people trying to get fresh air. Borrup says many times a child falls right



July 20th, 2014 - (more Borrap continued) - through the screen. He says screens

are designed to keep bugs out, not keep children in. Borrup says parents need to

get window guards so that the window can only be opened 4 inches or less so a

child can't fall out.

July 27th, 2014 - AlokBhatt- Spokesman for the Connecticut Immigrant Rights

Alliance.

Subject Matter: On this Dialogue edition Alok Bhatt, Spokesman for the
Connecticut Immigrant Rights Alliance, discussed the dramatic influx of children

from Central American countries of Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala into

the U.S. and what role Connecticut should play in helping ease the crisis. Mr.

Bhatt says parents in these countries are sending their children off to travel over a

thousand miles to find a better life. He explained that where these children live

there's gang violence that's been increasing with Honduras being the murder

capital of the world as he puts it. So Bhatt says poverty and violence are the

circumstances that are driving these children to the U.S. border. These children

have been coming across the border with the U.S. border patrol finding most of

them. They are being housed along the border with stark conditions and hundreds

of children being kept in concrete block buildings with no idea where they are

going or what will happen next... so it is a huge problem says Bhatt. He feels in

large part the response of the federal government has been inadequate.

The federal government has been asking states to help out and take some of

these children, at least on a temporary basis. Initially in the State of Connecticut

there was a proposal to use the old Southbury Training School. Governor Dannel

Malloy at first said he didn't feel that was a proper place ... but now the

administration has relented a bit and said that they are willing to look at some

facilities after having talked with the federal government. Alok Bhatt told that the
initial rejection invoked much disappointment among the members of the

Connecticut Immigrant Rights Alliance and local communities. He says they are

appreciative that the governor did relent a bit, but still feel more needs to be done.

Bhatt says aside from state agencies there are people on the ground such as private

homes, churches, and local municipalities that can help in transitioning these



July 27th, 2014 - (Bhatt continued) - children into safe and hospitable facilities.

Bhatt says the state's response should be comprehensive and holistic in using all of

the resources to transition these children. He says he believes the State of

Connecticut should go above and beyond in accommodating these children and

insuring their well being and safety ... whether they have ties to the United States

or not. Bhatt also doesn't think it will cost the state much given the federal

assistance and help from charitable organizations.

Alok Bhatt of the Connecticut Immigrant Rights Alliance pointed out on the
show that this is a refugee crisis ... separate from illegal immigration. He stated

that this is on a level with the Jews escaping the holocaust with similar

circumstances, people fleeing awful conditions and coming to find a safe haven.

Bhatt says it is not people coming here just to seek opportunity or a better life ...

this is children coming here out of life or death circumstances. He says the root

causes are the conditions in Central America that need to be changed and he thinks

the United States needs to play a pro-active role in doing that.

August 3rd, 2014 - VickiVeltri - State Healthcare Advocate.

Subject Matter: This week's guest on Dialogue was State Healthcare Advocate

Vicki Veltri. She discussed the State Insurance Department's recent denial of a

number of rate hike requests that were sought by several insurance companies

including Anthem. Ms. Veltri told that she had requested a hearing on Anthem's

rate hike proposal. She says she sought the hearing because they had made an

agreement with the State Insurance Department a few years ago that if a carrier

filed a rate increase in excess of 15% that a public hearing would be called for.

Veltri says they asked for public hearings on all of the carrier's rate hike requests

because they felt it was in the public interest to ensure that every filing was heard

through a public process.

State Healthcare Advocate Vicki Veltri told that healthcare for everyone is a

necessity and in fact healthcare coverage is a legal requirement now. Veltri feels

that consumers really need to play a part in understanding how the process works

for rate review and how the rates are set and having a voice. She says it's really

like utility rate reviews on rate hike requests, which is an open public process



August 3rd, 2014 - (Veltri continued) - where questions are asked out in the

open. (Note: Veltri says she expects Anthem to come back and re-file their request

with a lower increase after being denied).

Recently the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that two for-profit corporations with

sincerely held religious beliefs do not have to provide a full range of contraceptives

at no cost to employees pursuant to the Affordable Care Act. Those two

companies are Hobby Lobby, an arts and crafts chain, and Conestoga, a cabinet

making company. State Healthcare Advocate Vicki Veltri joined U.S. Senator

Richard Blumenthal asking Hobby Lobby (which has stores in Connecticut) to
allow its Connecticut workers to have full insurance coverage for contraceptives

despite the U.S. Supreme Court ruling. Veltri and Blumenthal feel that

Connecticut law should be respected. Veltri told on the show that the Institute of

Medicine has stated they feel the issue of unwanted pregnancies is a public health

concern. Veltri says she agrees and in her view the Supreme Court decision

eroding protection for getting the full range of contraceptives as prevention could

really trigger a public health concern for women. She feels that when you balance

an employer's religious views against women's public health ... public health

should win.

As for helping the general public, anytime a person in Connecticut gets a

rejection notice from an insurance company about a claim the Healthcare

Advocate's number for contact information is on that notice. Vicki Veltri talked

about the process which starts after they are denied. She says they call the
Healthcare Advocate's office where personnel there evaluates the case and then

assigns it to a case manager. Veltri told that their case managers are all clinically

trained being nurse consultants or a licensed social worker on staff. So she says

they can use their clinical expertise background to determine whether or not an

insurance company or employer made the right decision in a case and evaluate

medical records and information to support an appeal of the rejection. Veltri says

unfortunately only 5% of people appeal these insurance company denials. She told

listeners on the show that you should appeal because mistakes are made. The

state's healthcare advocate says it is a complicated process but well worth the

undertaking. Veltri told that they saved consumers 9.6 million dollars last year and

since 2001 it is upwards of 60 million dollars ... which they are very proud of.



August 3rd, 2014 - (more Veltri continued) - Veltri told that in recent times they

have also spent quite a bit of time educating people about the Affordable Care Act

and helping people navigate through the Access Health CT website and enrollment

process. State Healthcare Advocate Vicki Veltri told listeners that if they had any

questions about the Affordable Care Act or enrolling, or have been denied an

insurance claim to contact her office. She says by phone it is a toll free number 1-

866-466-4446 or they can email the office at healthcare.advocate@ct.gov. Veltri

pointed out that all of their help is free!

August 10th, 2014 - Fodei Batty - Assistant Professor of Political Science at

Quinnipiac University.

Subject Matter: On this week's Dialogue show Fodei Batty, Assistant Professor of

Political Science at Quinnipiac University, discussed the deadly outbreak of the

Ebola virus in Western Africa. Professor Batty, whose native country is Sierra

Leone where the Ebola virus has hit along with other West African nations like

Liberia, Nigeria, and Guinea, says this is the worst outbreak ever. He told that

earlier outbreaks in the Congo region of Africa were relatively isolated, but this

outbreak has occurred in densely populated areas. Professor Batty says over a

thousand people have contracted Ebola with the death toll extremely high. Two

aid workers from the United States contracted the Ebola virus and were brought

back to the United States in Atlanta for treatment.

Professor Fodei Batty says the people in these West African countries are

terrified. He told that it has changed the habits of people completely. Batty says

people there are generally friendly hugging each other in the streets ... but no

more. He says now there is a lot of distrust with people fearful of letting others

into their house for fear of someone carrying the virus into their home. Professor

Batty also told that for quite a while at the beginning of this Ebola outbreak people

didn't trust the government there. He says residents saw people being sent to the

hospital with Ebola ... but not coming home and dying there. Batty told that the

people viewed this as a way for the government to kill people via the Ebola virus,

so people didn't want to go to the hospital. He says this just added to the infection

rate. Now Batty says there has been a big public health campaign over various



August 10th, 2014 - (Batty continued) - forms of media so there is a high

awareness of the disease. The World Health Organization has also said that they

are going to pump 260-million dollars into treating the Western Africa Ebola

outbreak with doctors and medicines. Batty is hopeful that with the World Health

Organization totally focused on the Ebola outbreak that the tide will soon turn.

Quinnipiac University Professor Fodei Batty is very concerned about the

long term impact after the Ebola outbreak is gotten under control. First off he

explained that the recent history has not been good for Sierra Leone - just coming

off an 11-year civil war, and Liberia—just coming off a 14 year civil war. Batty

told that these two countries were just starting to recover infrastructure-wise from

these civil wars and now the Ebola outbreak happens. Of course he says the

economic impact could be devastating with a reluctance for tourists to go to these

countries. Batty also explained that agriculture could take a beating too as

upwards of 60% to 70% of people in these countries rely on farming and many

produce cash crops for exports that could be greatly affected. So he says the bad

publicity from these Western African countries having this infectious disease could

have a devastating economic impact long after the outbreak is gone.

August 17th, 2014 - Kevin Sullivan - Commissioner of the State Department of

Revenue Services.

Subject Matter: On this week's show State Revenue Services Commissioner

Kevin Sullivan talked about the annual sales tax free week that was just beginning

in advance of the back to school period. Commissioner Sullivan explained that

during this week purchases of clothing and shoes individually valued at less than

300-dollars are tax free. He pointed out that many retailers also run promotions

this week lowering such things as coats that normally cost over 300-dollars to $299

so these items qualify for being purchased tax-free. Sullivan says it's a great way

for the retailers to get somebody into their store to make a purchase that they might

not otherwise make. Now Sullivan told listeners that this tax break only applies at

the retailers' stores in Connecticut, but not for online purchases. He says it has to

be purchased at a location in Connecticut. Sullivan explained that sales tax free

week is both beneficial to the consumers that don't have to pay the state sales tax,



August 17th, 2014 - (Sullivan continued) - and beneficial to the retailer because

more often than not the consumer makes more purchases than the one intended

item. So Sullivan says you have that multiplier effect. Now he says having sales

tax free week does mean about 7 to 9 million dollars in lost sales tax revenue for

the State of Connecticut. But he says he's not sure the state actually "loses"

because if this strengthens the business income and the viability of the retailers and

the state's economy is stronger it is well worth it.

Another area though is not particularly strengthening the state's economy

told State Revenue Services Commissioner Kevin Sullivan. That area he says is

online sales because the majority of online retailers do not charge the state sales

tax. Sullivan says Connecticut is losing out to the tune of 100-million dollars as a

result of online retailers not collecting the state sales tax on internet purchases. He

says it's certainly not fair as brick and mortar stores do have to charge

Connecticut's sales tax. Sullivan told that there was a bill before Congress to make

it a level playing field to make it mandatory for online retailers to have to collect

state sales taxes ... but while the U.S. Senate passed it, it went nowhere in the U.S.

House of Representatives. So there's still not much progress on this issue he said.

On the show Commissioner Sullivan also talked about a "main street

revenue trends" study that his department has been conducting for the past 6
months to see how Connecticut's economy is trending following the recession. He

explained that with recessions Connecticut tends to get in late, but deep ... and

comes out of it later. But Sullivan says all the signs now are that Connecticut s

economy has turned around as sales taxes, withholding taxes, entertainment taxes,

and real estate conveyance taxes are all very positive. He says this data shows and

should convince people to understand that there is improvement in Connecticut's

economy. So Sullivan stated on the show that if you are a businessman sitting on

an opportunity to invest or hire people, the prospect is positive to do so now here in

Connecticut.



August 24th, 2014 - Jenny Dickson - Department of Energy and Environmental

Protection Wildlife Biologist.

Subject Matter: On this Dialogue edition Jenny Dickson, a wildlife biologist with
the State Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, was the guest
discussing the state's wildlife populations. She told that it's certainly a time of the

year when they get a lot of calls from the public about unusual wildlife sightings or

questions they have about different animals' behavior. One of the animals that

people are seeing more and more of these days are bears in Connecticut. Ms.

Dickson says they estimate Connecticut has a growing population of about 500

bears right now. She says these bears are active moving around eating trying to

build up their fat reserves for hibernation this fall. Dickson says they do welcome

calls from the public who see bears as they can track their travels in the state. She

says they are also interested in hearing from people if they have had damage from

bears, which helps them get a little more information about what bears are doing

and what trouble they might be getting into. Dickson cautioned people that

because bears are actually looking for food not to feed their pets outside, don't put

garbage out until pickup day, and don't have birdfeeders out at this time of year as

bears will find them. She also added to clean grills really well or bears might pay

that a visit as well. But Dickson says black bears generally are not aggressive

towards people and have coexisted with people for quite a while. She says people

should not feed them though, and make loud noises and back up slowly if they

encounter a bear.

Another animal that is growing in population in Connecticut told DEEP

wildlife biologist Jenny Dickson is the moose population. She says they are

primarily in northwest and north central Connecticut, but occasionally they wander

further south. Dickson says moose are very large animals and if they move

towards major roadways or interstates can cause a big risk to motorists. So

Dickson says they do try to monitor if moose are moving around to places that are

more developed than forested.

Jenny Dickson says coyotes in Connecticut is another population that has

grown pretty dramatically over the last 10 years in the state. She says we now find

coyotes in every town in the state and they do get a lot of calls from people either

seeing them or hearing them howl. Dickson advised listeners that if they see a



August 24th, 2014 - (Dickson continued) - coyote in their neighborhood not to

leave their cats of small dogs out at night because they could be prey for coyotes.

DEEP wildlife biologist Jenny Dickson also told that Connecticut has a very
large population of whitetail deer in the state and continues to grow. She says deer

will certainly eat just about anything in their path, so they get a lot of calls from
landscapers and farmers about deer eating their crops. Dickson also stated that the

increased deer population does provide added risks for Lyme disease and tick

borne illnesses ... and then of course there's the road collision hazard they can

present sometimes.

A wildlife species that Jenny Dickson says they are excited to be seeing

more of these days in the State of Connecticut are bald eagles. She told that

Connecticut has had a phenomenal year for bald eagles with well over a hundred

coming to the state. Dickson says it also has been a great year for nesting bald

eagles with more nests this year than they've ever had before in almost every

corner of the state. Another bird in the state that DEEP is looking for people to

help them document by reporting their sightings are roosting chimney swifts.

Dickson told that chimney swifts are a small songbird and many times people will

see them entering or exiting a stone chimney. And if the public sees them the state

DEEP would love to know about it as this species has been challenged in recent

years. Also she told the state DEEP would like to know of any bobcat sightings in

the state. Dickson says Connecticut has an estimated 600 to 800 bobcats in the

state, which is probably a surprise to many people because they are quiet and

stealthy, and normally pose no threat to people.

August 31st, 2014 - Aaron Kupec - Public Affairs Manager at the Connecticut

AAA.

Subject Matter: On this show Aaron Kupec, Public Affairs Manager at the

Connecticut Triple-A, discussed travel for the Labor Day holiday weekend. He

told that nationally Triple-A was projecting that 34.7 million Americans would be

traveling at least 50 miles from home for the Labor Day holiday period ... defined

as Thursday through Labor Day Monday. Kupec stated that for the New England

region they were looking at 1.77 million people traveling at least 50 miles from



August 31st, 2014 - (Kupec continued) - home, which is up 1.6% compared to

last year. He says one of the reasons helping to boost this increase is significantly

lower gas prices than Labor Day 2013. Kupec told they are finding that more

people are traveling ... not so much because they have a higher income ... but

because they are choosing to take out the credit card and charge one last summer

vacation for the year. As for problems on the road, Kupec says the amount that

Triple-A responds to is often weather dependent with either a really hot period or

really cold period spiking calls for emergency road service. Kupec says Triple-A
has what's called a super number, so no matter where you break down in the U.S.

or Canada, they'll be there to rescue you. The super number is 1-800-AAA-HELP.

Aaron Kupec of the Connecticut Triple-A told that there was good news for

those traveling by car for the Labor Day holiday period. He says gasoline prices

have been going down as of late. Kupec says it was only 2 months ago right
before the July 4th holiday period that Connecticut was experiencing the highest 4th

of July gas prices in 6 years. But now he says we are experiencing the lowest

Labor Day gas prices in 4 years. Kupec pointed out that this is despite a lot of

global unrest in places like Russia, Ukraine, and the Middle East. But he says we

really haven't seen it affect oil production as crude oil prices have been trending

downward over the summer ... which not a lot of people expected. Kupec told that

only a couple of months ago gas prices here in Connecticut going into the 4th of

July holiday period were averaging $3.98 a gallon and now that has gone down to

$3.74 a gallon for the Labor Day holiday period. Kupec had even more good news

ahead for motorists, as he told that on September 15th the switchover begins from

the summer blend gasoline to the winter blend gasoline, and typically he says the

winter blend costs a little less. As far as where people were headed for traveling

during the Labor Day holiday period, Kupec told that Cape Cod, Maine, the Rhode

Island shore, Niagara Falls, and day trips to Connecticut's own shore are the most

popular destinations.

Aaron Kupec, Public Affairs Manager for Triple-A, told that beyond Labor

Day there are many people that like to take vacations in the fall too. He says it's

called the "shoulder season" where people can get good deals and the crowds

aren't as great... which is why people like them. He told that fall cruises,

Disneyworld and Disneyland, and New England fall foliage leaf peeping are

popular sites.



August 31st, 2014 - (more Kupec continued) -

Another thing that happens at this time of year is children returning to school

and Aaron Kupec told that drivers need to be aware of this. He cautioned drivers

to slowdown in school zones and be alert for children crossing. Kupec also warned

drivers never to pass a school bus with its flashing lights on. He told that it's not

only dangerous for the safety of the school kids ... but if you get a ticket you'll pay

a steep fine of 465-dollars!

September 7th, 2014 - Christopher Murphy - Connecticut U.S. Senator.

Subject Matter: On this show Connecticut U.S. Senator Christopher Murphy

discussed several issues facing Congress including the one that has most

Americans frustrated: Congress' own gridlock to the point where it gets very little

done these days. Senator Murphy told that it's more than just an irritation as he

feels the process is fundamentally broken. He says they barely take votes in the

Senate and the House is mostly just theater with legislation just brought up to

highlight talking points. Murphy says there's very little communication between

the two chambers. Now he says that doesn't mean things don't get done as they

just passed a bill correcting flaws in the veteran's system with both Democrats and

Republicans on board. So Senator Murphy says there occasionally is bi-partisan

approval, but not as often as it should be. He says they need to find some ways to

work together. Murphy says people are sick and tired of the way things have been

in Washington. He says if they don't fix the way that Washington works and the

way campaigns are financed, then they'll lose a generation of people's faith in

politics.

Senator Chris Murphy says with this being an election year he doesn't

expect much to be done in Congress before the end of the calendar year. He feels

they should do a budget, but that they'll probably only pass a continuing resolution

to keep the government operating. Senator Murphy also feels Congress should

have a discussion on what we are going to do in the Middle East with ISIS, which

has been beheading Western journalists. He says this terrorist group is the most

important issue facing the world today and it would be wise of Congress to spend
time working with President Obama on a plan to combat this growing threat.



September 7th, 2014 - (Murphy continued) - Senator Murphy says this has to be

done in conjunction with other Arab nations. He agrees though that the U.S. does

not have an appetite for putting U.S. troops on the ground in Syria to fight ISIS

after the U.S. military commitment in Iraq for 10 years and losing thousands of

lives. And in the case with Iraq, Murphy says we did it largely alone and that can't

happen again in fighting ISIS.

Another crisis area in the world is the Ukraine-Russia conflict. Senator

Chris Murphy has been to the Ukraine and he feels Russia's President Vladimir

Putin has a desire to re-establish the Soviet empire. Murphy says Putin is trying to

punish countries for trying to join Europe instead of his economic association. He

says Putin creates these conflicts which he did in Georgia and Moldova, and now

he's doing it in Ukraine. Senator Murphy says Putin is trying to break Ukraine and

so it's up to the United States and Europe to put pressure on him to back-off. He

says Russia's economy is hurting with the ruble at an historic low against the

dollar. Senator Murphy says at some point Putin is going to realize that the

internal price he's paying from economic sanctions may not be worth the external

military bravado.

Meantime back here in the United States Senator Chris Murphy told that
college costs are breaking the backs of families today. He says so many can't

afford to go to college and even if they do they are graduating deeply in debt.

Murphy says the biggest problem is the sticker price for the tuition for colleges and

universities themselves and not the interest rate on the college loans. He says no

one has held these colleges' feet to the fire to say you've got to do better. Senator

Murphy says they give out 140 billion dollars of federal aid every year and he says

they need to say to colleges if they want that money they need to commit to

keeping tuition increases at or below inflation. Murphy says they also need to

assure they produce degrees that are worth the paper they are printed on so that

their graduates can afford to pay back the student loans rather than default on them.

Senator Murphy also says that students should also be able to re-finance their

student loans, much like homeowners are allowed to do.



September 14th, 2014 - Doug Schwartz - Director of the Quinnipiac University

Poll.

Subject Matter: On this Dialogue show Doug Schwartz, Director of the Quinnipiac

University Poll, discussed their new poll on the gubernatorial race. It's the first

poll they've done on the 2014 race that actually matches up the two final

nominees: Democrat incumbent Governor Dannel Malloy and Republican

challenger Tom Foley. Doug Schwartz told that this poll finds the challenger

Foley with a 6 point lead over incumbent Malloy. He says it's not all that

surprising as Schwartz told that Governor Malloy has not gotten very good job

approval ratings since they started polling on him when Malloy entered office in

2011. Schwartz says Governor Malloy's job approval ratings have been stuck in

the 40's and have never been able to get above 50%. So he says their Q-Polls have

shown that Governor Malloy is vulnerable in his re-election bid.

Q-Poll Director Doug Schwartz says most people think of Connecticut as a

blue state in the Democrats column ... so how could Democratic Governor Dannel

Malloy be behind? But Schwartz says don't forget that before Malloy became

governor Connecticut had Republican Governors Jodi Rell and John Rowland, and

before that Independent Governor Lowell Weicker. It was noted that Malloy was

actually the first Democratic governor elected in 20 years. Schwartz told that

Foley's 6 point lead over Malloy ... while a lead ... wasn't one that's

insurmountable. He told listeners that in 2010 when Malloy and Foley matched up

it was Malloy that had a 9 point lead over Foley at this point in the governor's race,

and in the end it was just about a dead heat with Malloy winning by just a very

small margin ... less than just a percentage point. So Schwartz says there's still

time for these numbers to move with 8 weeks until Election Day with debates and

political ads swaying voters.

As for why Governor Malloy's job approval numbers have never been that

great Q-Poll Director Doug Schwartz says it's the economy. In the latest poll

Schwartz says they asked which candidate would do a better job on the economy

and jobs and by a very large margin Schwartz told that voters said Foley would do

a better job than Malloy. He says voters were also asked their top issue when it

comes to this election and by far they responded by saying the economy and jobs.



September 14th, 2014 - (Schwartz continued) - Schwartz says they've been

asking questions about voters' attitudes and the economy for 4 years and he says

people have felt the Connecticut economy is in bad shape, that it's not getting

better, and they blame Governor Malloy. He says the voters also have not

forgotten that Malloy raised taxes across the board in his first year in office to

reduce the deficit and people didn't like it.

Q-Poll Director Doug Schwartz says in their latest poll Tom Foley leads

amongst Independent voters by 13 points ... which he needs because there aren't

enough registered Republicans in the state to win it with just the GOP block. He

also says that Foley leads amongst male voters by 20 points. Schwartz says a lot of

the people they surveyed seem to indicate their vote might not be necessarily a pro-

Foley vote but rather an anti-Malloy vote. So Schwartz says that the rest of the

way Foley can't make any mistakes or big gaffes that cast doubt amongst the

voters about whether he can do the job as governor. Meantime Schwartz says

that's exactly what Malloy needs to do to turn the tide in his direction and create

doubts about Foley ... either with advertising or in the debates. Schwartz also

made note of the fact of a 3rd party candidate in the race for governor, Independent

Tea Party and guns rights activist Joe Visconti, who registered 7% in their poll.

But Schwartz feels he doesn't have much impact on the race.

September 21st, 2014 - Jason Madrak - Chief Marketing Officer for Access

Health CT.

Subject Matter: On this show Jason Madrak, the Chief Marketing Officer for
Access Health CT, talked about how it went the first year for Connecticut residents

enrolling for healthcare coverage under Obamacare and about the new enrollment

period coming starting November 15th. Madrak says they wanted to assess how

things went in key areas in year one. He says it was important to see what kind of

impact they had on the uninsured rate here in Connecticut. Madrak says they

found out that about 54% of those who enrolled did not have any kind of insurance

coverage prior to coming on board with them. He says for Access Health CT that

was a validation that they in fact had made a sizable impact on the uninsured rate,



September 21st, 2014 - (Madrak continued) - lowering it by half to just 4% in

Connecticut. Madrak says in year one overall they managed to enroll about 256-

thousand people in coverage. He told that as they move forward one of their key

goals is to make sure that all of those people that did sign up for coverage - now

renew their coverage. Madrak says that's a challenge they didn't have last year as

it was all new membership. But this year they have a duel challenge of renewals

and getting new folks in.

Now Connecticut did much better than the national average in signing up

people for healthcare coverage. Chief Marketing Officer for Access Health CT

Jason Madrak says there are 3 reasons why. He says one of the reasons is they

were fortunate to have here in Connecticut a broad network of people, but at a

political level down to a community leadership level that partnered with them to

make sure they were successful. Madrak says another key to their success was that

they got started early and spent almost a year before their launch informing the

public about what was happening. He says the 3ld reason is that they were

successful on the IT side ... unlike the national website that had loads of technical

glitches. Madrak told the Connecticut exchange was functional on day one without

the problems that beset people on the national side. He says they are very proud of

the Connecticut results, with satisfaction levels up to 80% and people enjoying the

coverage they got.

Jason Madrak told on the show that November 15th is the date whereby

people can sign up in the new enrollment period. He advised that this year's

period goes for 3 months, so it concludes on February 15th which is shorter than

last year. Madrak stated that for those folks who are not insured there is not as

much leeway this year so they would have to act pretty quickly. He says people

should go to their website: www.accesshealthct.com and see what coverage is

available and their prices. Madrak also advised listeners to gather any information

like tax returns to have on hand for completing the enrollment process. He also

mentioned that unlike signing up for health coverage in the past where you might

be asked a whole bunch of medical questions, that's no longer the case with the

Affordable Care Act. He says in actuality your medical history is almost irrelevant

when applying for health insurance. In its place though Madrak told are financial

questions which might give some people pause. But he told the primary reason for
that is to help out financially to see if people qualify for Medicaid (for individuals



September 21st, 2014 - (more Madrak continued) - that make less than 15-

thousand dollars a year) a free insurance program here in Connecticut. Madrak

says for those in the 15-thousand to about 45-thousand a year income those people

qualify for tax credits which lower the cost of the insurance premiums.

September 28th, 2014 - Richard Blumenthal - U.S. Senator, Democrat from

Connecticut.

Subject Matter: On this week's show Senator Richard Blumenthal discussed

America dealing with terrorism once again in the world, this time the terrorist

group ISIS which was beheading American and British journalists. President

Obama decided to conduct air strikes on ISIS in both Syria and Iraq. Senator

Blumenthal told that these air strikes have successfully targeted ISIS as well as

some other very imminently dangerous terrorist groups like Khorasan, which have

been plotting and planning attacks on the United States. He feels that kind of

limited targeted kind of attack to prevent harm to the United States is very much

worth doing. Senator Blumenthal was also happy to see the very active

involvement of the neighboring Arab states in helping to contain, degrade, and

destroy ISIS as a threat. The Senator says he continues to have reservations about

the risk that we might have American troops in combat on the ground as a result.

He also feels President Obama should come to Congress for its approval because

without it he will lack the national resolve and public support because this effort

may very well continue past his term. Blumenthal says air strikes alone, as a

means of containing, let alone destroying and winning back territory is completely

unrealistic. That is why the Senator says the support from neighboring Arab states

is so critically important on the ground.

U.S. Senator Richard Blumenthal was asked on the show with terrorism

raising its ugly head again if we're in a situation again where Americans have to be

afraid of getting on an airplane going to a big city or traveling overseas?

Blumenthal said one of the remarkable achievements over the last 13 years has

been the sophistication and accuracy of the U.S. detecting and countering terrorist

plots. He says more terrorist plots have been foiled than the public ever realizes

with our increased technology and the effectiveness in our surveillance and sources



September 28th, 2014 - (Blumenthal continued) - of intelligence. Senator

Blumenthal says we are vastly more proficient than we ever were in our histoiy.

Having said that however the Senator told there's still a real fear to be

apprehensive as these terrorist groups are a dangerous bunch and we need to be

mindful of that. Blumenthal says we are basically always in an arms race with the

terrorists, as well as in a cyber war. In some ways Blumenthal told the cyber

threats are even more dangerous than the physical bomb-making threats. He says

cyber attacks, if ever successful, can disrupt our financial system, our utilities, our

transportation network, and communications system.

One of the areas that Senator Richard Blumenthal feels needs changing in

the U.S. is to make college more affordable for students and to make it easier for

them to repay their student loans. He says many young adults are being denied a

shot at the American dream because they are deeply indebted by student loans.

Blumenthal says he has proposed to allow these people to be able to refinance their

student loans. He says a lot of them have debt at 11% or 12% interest rates and

they should be able to refinance them at lower rates ... right now it s 3.86 /o.

Blumenthal says that interest rate should actually be lowered even further as the

big banks can borrow from the Federal Reserve at close to 0%. He questioned why

we charge students much higher rates and profit from the student loan program,

rather than investing in students by allowing them to work down that debt.

Blumenthal told that years ago people could work their way through college, but

that's not the case anymore as the costs are so overwhelming that most students

have to take on debt. But he says this then prevents them from buying new homes,

starting families, and beginning businesses which stifles innovation and creativity

as well as our economy. So Blumenthal says our country has got to get a handle

on college affordability.
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